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Sesua the Spider Woman
returns from one of her trips
Last week, I met some
outriders of the caravan of
the White Russian. They
were camping about a day
from Fran where their
caravan currently trades with
some Keepers who live
underground. I assume that
they will come here next
week and I heard that they
have some very potent drugs
from the laboratories of the
Chernobyl keepers...
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Karl the meat trader storms
into the Tavern of the Little

Brother
Janosh Belen is dead! I don't
know how it happened but
people speak of murder. Of
course the Company is in
uproar!

He was such a nice guy. Who
would want to do such a
thing? Of course, the

Valkyries are rather slow to
act, after all Belen was a
Lokite. Rumour has it that
the Company appealed to
Loki but was turned away.
Damn, is there no justice in
this city?
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Fried talks about his last
mission into enemy territory

We had a tough job this
time... lost two men... were
torn apart by a fucking Serf
mounted on a gargoyle,
before we could put some
steel into it. I think it was one
of Steiner's scouts...
somebody should do
something about that guy.
Anyway, seems like the Sky
Tower is very active
recently... saw some strange
lights at night... damn
Melanis sorcerers creating
some new horror to throw at
us. We should ally with some
Keepers and blow that
blasphemy away.
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Gudrun, a healer chats with
a customer

Have you heard that terrible
story about the kids missing
in Coaltown? Almost babies
still. My, oh my! Who would
do such a thing, I wonder? I
don't think it's the gangs.

Maybe it is a Z'Bri which has
gotten through the Curtain.
There have been a couple of
strange killings lately and the
Valkyries do nothing, sitting
in their safe citadel while we
suffer from the attacks of
demonic skirmishers...
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Bulut the Merchant talks
about the Valkyries

Have you heard about the
attack on Hilda the up and
coming Brunite priestess?
They say she was fried in the
open street on a sunny day by
lightning. And they say that
some old bearded guy, a
Seed worshipper, used
Sundering to call the
lightning. Nobody knows
where he comes from but
with that appearance, he
should not be hard to find. I
wonder why they have not
put up wanted posters yet.
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The weekly news update for the week of 22.3.2110-29.3.2110


